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the mundane.

Do they excite you? Do you even notice them?

Probably not.

the question.

Why does such a common household object 
go without thought when it is such a prevalent 
and interacted with piece? The focus has been 
merely surface conditions for the most part:
 
material innovation. 

aestetic appeal.

salt and pepper shakerssalt and pepper shakersthe mundane.
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modularity-based emotional connectionmodularity based emotional connectioi n

abbreviated sketch ideation

interaction-based emotional connection

“hand-happiness”

interaction based emotional conn

“child-esque emotional connection”

ness”



Inspiration

stone therapy skipping stones

stress stones
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A. The fi nal models details are laid out on the 
sketch, however they change when exploration in 
modeling reveals that holes on lower half would 
cause spices to spill, also the O-ring moved was to 
less-invasive position.

B. Changed metal rim accent to wood. This way 
the salt can have a light wood such as maple, while 
the pepper has a darker wood such as cherry or 
mahogany.

C. Scale-model created out of a medium density 
foam in order to tackle sizing issues, as well as 
infl uence future Solidworks model. (E)

D. Further surface modeling explored if there should 
be hand-dimensions driving the shape of the Stone, 
or whether the model should be such that it is 
independent but a pleasant natural feel; opting for 
the natural surface, as a real stone would be. 

E. Using a grid hatched out on the scale-model and a 
pair of calipers the exact dimension of the model are 
created into a 3-D Solidworks fi le.
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physical-computer transistion
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The two halves of the skipping stones are slip-cast out of a white clay, then fired.  

The stones are then coated in an Anti-Microbial glaze, to be safe while use in a dining 
situation.

Skipping Stones

The rims are CNC-milled out of sheet-cut wood strips.  This minimizes the difficulty of 
production while taking out the extra step of sanding or otherwise if they were laser-
cut. 

The rims of the shakers are both functional and aesthetic: made of two woods, the 
darker wood (cherry) denotes the pepper shaker; while the lighter wood (maple) 
denotes the salt shaker.
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A. Thumb detail used both as grip but also curves to the 
contour of your thumb, acting as a stress stone-type therapeutic 
interaction.

B. The unit is kept shut merely by a friction fit created by an o-ring 
located in the inside of the top half of the stone.

C. The rim detail is both aesthietic and functional; it denotes the 
salt or pepper shakers.

D. The spice trough, where the spice is held in the shaker, open 
detail for easy fi llling. 



Finger and stone cross-section: shows the ergonomic 
fit of the shaker to the  hand.

As a standing piece, the skipping stone is a 
decently aesthetic contibution to the top the 
table’s surface, making the user conscious of the 
impending interaction.

When resting in the hand, the skipping stone rests 
mindfully in the natural curves of the user’s hands. 
Ergonomics is a key part in the design in the stone.

Seasoning your meal is made more enjoyable; the 
stone enables you to naturally shake without twisting 
your wrist.

Skipping Stonesinteraction
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A. Final models details are laid out on the sketch, however they change when exploration in 
modeling reveals that holes on lower half would cause spills, O-ring moved to less-invasive 
position.

B. Changed metal rim accent to wood. This way the salt can have a light wood such as 
maple, while the pepper has a darker wood such as cherry or mahogany.

C. Scale-model created out of a medium density foam in order to tackle sizing issues, as well 
as infl uence future Solidworks model.

D. Using a grid hatched out on the scale-model and a pair of calipers the exact dimension of 
the model are created into a 3-D Solidworks fi le.

E. Further exploration with fi nal surface condition confroted about if there should be hand-
dimensions driving the shape of the Skipping Stone, or whether the model should be such 
that it is independent but a pleasant natural feel; opting for the natural surface, as a real stone 
would be.
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